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Buffalo Exchange 

"Style & Class"

Since its conception in 1974, this establishment has grown from a little

Tucson resale house to a Southwestern clothing empire with an

environmental touch. It's not just a used clothing store, rather a place

where hip customers look for the most current styles. There are new

clothes here as well including scarves, belts, shoes, jewelry and handbags.

It's a place that sells, buys and trades in a discriminating and socially

conscious way. The Tokens for Bags Program raises money for several

environmental organizations.

 +1 520 795 0508  www.buffaloexchange.co

m

 contact@bufex.com  2001 East Speedway

Boulevard, Tucson AZ
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Bookman's 

"A Supermarket Of Used Books"

This establishment is definitely the most popular place to buy, sell and

trade used books in Tucson. Its huge selection is well organized and

categorized, with signs and pointers guiding the customer to the exact

section they are searching out. Comfortable armchairs invite readers to try

before they buy. Other than books new and old, the store offers a wide

range of magazines and used CDs, cassettes and computer games at

bargain prices. Books and audio materials may be used as a trade-in for

either cash or credit at the discretion of the store clerks.

 +1 520 325 5767  www.bookmans.com/  grant@bookmans.com  1930 East Grant Road,

Tucson AZ

 by michaelvito   

Pop-Cycle 

"Unique Gifts"

Visit Pop-Cycle to find goods that are truly unique. That is because this

shop sells goods made by local designers and artists that have been

created by recycled and repurposed materials. Part secondhand shop and

part gift shop, the staff here handpicks all of the items on the shelves,

meaning that there is no junk that you have to sort through to get to the

good stuff. The inventory constantly changes, meaning you never know

what you might find when you visit.

 +1 520 622 3297  www.popcycleshop.com/  popcycleshop@hotmail.co

m

 422 North 4th Avenue,

Tucson AZ
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